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Your period. What is it, really? And why is it so embarrassing to walk to the bathroom hiding a

tampon in your sleeve?Comedian and Scandinavian YouTube sensation Clara Henry has the

answers to all your burning questions about bleeding. Have you always wondered what

menstruation is, why it causes terrible cramps, or why it makes you want to do nothing but eat

chocolate and watch cute cat videos? Have you been shocked that it’s taboo to talk about

something that half the world’s population goes through every month? And above all, have you

been looking for the best snarky response to the question “Are you on your period, or

what?"Whether you’re expecting your first period, have already gotten it, or know someone

close to you who’s just begun the torment, this funny and informative book will tell you

everything you need to know. In a funny, powerful, and entertaining voice, this book covers

important terms, types of sanitary protection, and the history of menstruation and women’s

fight for equal access to reproductive healthcare. And if you suddenly find yourself hankering

for chocolate or cute animals? Well. Welcome to the period club.

About the AuthorClara Henry is twenty-one years old and is the most famous YouTuber in

Scandinavia. At age twelve, she launched her first blog. Today she has hundreds of thousands

of followers on her YouTube channel, Instagram, and Twitter, thanks to her cheerful and

confident style. Her book, I’ve Got My Period. So What? received the prize for best book of the

year in 2015 in Sweden. Clara lives in Stockholm, Sweden.From School Library JournalGr 7 Up

—More than just a guide for what to expect while menstruating, this is a feminist manifesto

encouraging menstruation pride. Henry, a Swedish blogger and YouTube star, employs a chatty

and friendly writing style to convey practical information along with her empowering message.

Early chapters cover potential issues for first time menstruators such as what one might expect

physically and emotionally and what sanitary protection products are available and how to use

them. A brief history of how menstruation has been treated over time and across cultures is

covered. Henry then addresses how to deal with potentially embarrassing situations—such as

bleeding through clothing—and how to stand up to period-shamers. She encourages people to

talk about having their periods and to openly carry their tampons and pads to the bathroom at

school. Henry uses frank language and often refers to women as "uterus-carriers" and men as

either "testicle-carriers" or "dick-owners" as she dispels myths about what you can and cannot

do while menstruating, gives tips on how to talk about menstruation, and even addresses

questions relating to having sex while menstruating. Black-and-white illustrations are more

decorative than illustrative; goofy photographs of the youthful Henry add color and self-

deprecating humor. This is a first-person, informal approach to period talk—no sources or

additional resources are listed. VERDICT Intriguing but not a must-have. Most libraries will

want to stick with Karen and Jennifer Gravelle's now classic The Period Book: A Girl's Guide to

Growing Up.—Ragan O'Malley, Saint Ann's School, Brooklyn --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.From the AuthorClara Henry is twenty-one years old and is the most

famous YouTuber in Scandinavia. At age twelve, she launched her first blog. Today she has

hundreds of thousands of followers on her YouTube channel, Instagram, and Twitter, thanks to

her cheerful and confident style. Her book, I’ve Got My Period. So What? received the prize for

best book of the year in 2015 in Sweden. Clara lives in Stockholm, Sweden. --This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review“More than just a guide for what to expect while



menstruating, this is a feminist manifesto.”  �School Library Journal“With candid humor . . .

knowledge, feminist insights, and period-related hacks . . . Henry empowers readers to erase

the stigmas attached to a topic that remains unnecessarily taboo.”  �Publishers Weekly“Using a

bold brand of unapologetic humor, Henry assures that any girl who reads this book will not only

face her first period armed with knowledge but also without feeling embarrassed or alone.”

 �Booklist“What sets this apart from other works that explain the basics of these processes is its

extensive examination of the societal attitudes (including a short section that looks at these

cross-culturally) that often cause shame around this natural bodily function and how it can be

used in sexist ways to discount women who speak their minds . . . Appealingly laid out in black

and white with color washes and photos, comics-style graphics, and pull quotes, this chatty,

frank, exhaustive exploration provides both solid information and plenty to think about.”  �Kirkus

Reviews“This book should be read by the earth's entire population!”  �Tidningen

Härjedalen“Everyone loves [Clara Henry]. After reading her book on periods, I love her too . . .

Finally there is the perfect book to speak to teens in the only language they understand �namely,

YouTube-ish. [Fantastic,] informative and feminist.”  �Gothenburg Post“Incredibly important.”

 �Feministbiblioteket“God, how good this is! This is absolutely the best trade book I read this

year, precisely because it tells a truth that we ourselves are good at hiding. I think everyone

should read this, men and women, to get a better understanding of periods and what they are.”

 �Mitt liv som Miimz“The book is chock full of facts, but thanks to Clara's light and humorous

tone, it is very easy to read. A book for everyone, whether you are uterus-carrier or not.”

 �Blanka.fi“A good book that removes the embarrassing stamp on something very normal.”

 �Läsfåtöljens Bokblogg --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review“More than

just a guide for what to expect while menstruating, this is a feminist manifesto.” —School

Library Journal“With candid humor . . . knowledge, feminist insights, and period-related

hacks . . . Henry empowers readers to erase the stigmas attached to a topic that remains

unnecessarily taboo.” —Publishers Weekly“Using a bold brand of unapologetic humor, Henry

assures that any girl who reads this book will not only face her first period armed with

knowledge but also without feeling embarrassed or alone.” —Booklist“What sets this apart from

other works that explain the basics of these processes is its extensive examination of the

societal attitudes (including a short section that looks at these cross-culturally) that often cause

shame around this natural bodily function and how it can be used in sexist ways to discount

women who speak their minds . . . Appealingly laid out in black and white with color washes

and photos, comics-style graphics, and pull quotes, this chatty, frank, exhaustive exploration

provides both solid information and plenty to think about.” —Kirkus Reviews“This book should

be read by the earth's entire population!” —Tidningen Härjedalen“Everyone loves [Clara

Henry]. After reading her book on periods, I love her too . . . Finally there is the perfect book to

speak to teens in the only language they understand—namely, YouTube-ish. [Fantastic,]

informative and feminist.” —Gothenburg Post“Incredibly important.” —Feministbiblioteket“God,

how good this is! This is absolutely the best trade book I read this year, precisely because it

tells a truth that we ourselves are good at hiding. I think everyone should read this, men and

women, to get a better understanding of periods and what they are.” —Mitt liv som Miimz“The

book is chock full of facts, but thanks to Clara's light and humorous tone, it is very easy to read.

A book for everyone, whether you are uterus-carrier or not.” —Blanka.fi“A good book that

removes the embarrassing stamp on something very normal.” —Läsfåtöljens Bokblogg --This

text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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have my period, thanks for asking!MENSTRUATION & FEMINISMWhy menstruation is the
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monthEPILOGUETHANK YOU & GOODBYEFOREWORDWhat I learned about menstruation

as a ten-year-old, and why I wanted to write this book in the first placeMy period ended the day

before yesterday. I used a normal-sized tampon on the last day, even though I really should

have used a mini. As a consequence of refusing to venture out into the December cold to buy a

box of mini-tampons, I now have a vajayjay as dry as my grandfather’s heels. (My grandfather’s

heels are stark white. Their skin is so dry that it peels and hangs loose in places; if someone

were to take a feather and gently touch those heels, big flakes would start falling like some kind

of foot dandruff. That’s how it feels Down There right now.) It is so itchy. It’s a big production to

straighten my panties when it feels like they are making their way up my uterus, but today

everybody is welcome to think I’m adjusting my undies, when what I’m really doing is trying to

scratch my inner labia as discreetly as possible. All you tampon users out there—you know

what I’m talking about.“But today everybody is welcome to think I’m adjusting my undies, when

what I’m really doing is trying is to scratch my inner labia as discretely as possible.”I began

having my period almost eight years ago. Sure, I haven’t suffered from intense cramps and

PMS (Premenstrual Syndrome)—the kind that makes some of us sob hysterically and spew

our guts out—but in many other ways my period is often a nightmare. I bleed for six days, and I

always soak through everything, no matter what kind of protection I’m using, during the first

two nights. I use super-size tampons until my last day, and I have to change them at least every

three hours. I once tried a maternity-grade sanitary napkin—one of those things they give to

women who’ve just pushed out a baby and half of their uterus—and I was worry-free for six

hours, which easily made that day one the best of my period. PMS makes me anxious, and my

period pain is sometimes so bad I can’t stand up straight. As if that weren’t enough, I suspect I

have a tiny, but very real, phobia of blood. I realized this the first time I had to go for a blood

test, about a year and a half ago; it ended up as a long blog post (read: a small novel) entirely

devoted to the thoughts and feelings my thick, red blood, swishing around in the test tube,



roused in me. Just horrible!But I’m not bitter. At least I haven’t thrown up from cramps, which I

consider quite an achievement.I haven’t always been the type of person who could talk—at the

drop of a hat, without any reservations, to anyone—about the fact that blood comes out of my

vagina. While today I may dislike menstruation itself but love periods as a topic, five years ago I

flat-out detested them both. Maybe it’s Stockholm Syndrome. Menstruation took over my body,

and now I love it—or something like that.WHAT I WAS TAUGHT IN SCHOOLIn 2004, I was in

fourth grade, and our educational system believed that fifteen minutes was plenty of time to

teach the country’s ten-year-old uterus-owners everything about a process they would

experience approximately four hundred fifty times over their lifetime.“This is a sanitary pad,”

said my primary school teacher, as she held up a flat, lime-green object that looked like a pack

of instant noodles. “Soon you will start getting your period, which means that you’ll be able to

have children and that you will bleed Down There. If you place a pad inside your panties, you

won’t bleed through your clothes. Always carry a pad in your bag so you’re prepared. Any

questions? Here’s a pamphlet so you can read some more about it. Quit giggling. Time for

recess!” And that was that.There we were, twelve girls in the classroom, not understanding

much more than that in a few years blood would be coming out of our privates, and that it was

a big secret—so secret, in fact, that boys weren’t allowed to know about it; they were sitting in

another classroom rolling condoms down over bananas. Somewhere deep inside my ten-year-

old brain I began to wonder why we couldn’t learn about both things, but there must have been

something about the combination of condom + banana that made me happy to sit in the

classroom with the rest of the girls and keep a wary eye on the lime-green pack of

noodles.However, as a twenty-year-old, I take offense when I’m told that the lesson has

basically remained the same; it makes me want to shout—at least three times in a row—at the

top of my lungs, “IT’S NOT FREAKING POSSIBLE!” I hold back so people won’t think I have

some sort of aggression issue—which I don’t think I have. But I really don’t understand what

brain cell died in the head of the Einstein who decided that guys and girls should be

segregated during sex-ed class. I wonder who thought that guys didn’t need to know anything

about periods. Someone who believes that menstruation is a “girl thing” that ladies should keep

to themselves, probably; or someone who has warned uterus-carrying friends repeatedly that

of course they can talk about menstruation, but they don’t need to make a big deal of it—just

take a bloody painkiller and quit whining about it; it can’t be that hard. Someone like that, that’s

my guess.So there we sat, myself and eleven other ten-year-olds, with bodies not quite yet

developed, giggling like idiots. I had no idea what I thought was so funny, but I laughed along

anyway because the topic had something to do with sex and intimacy, which of course you

have to snigger about like your life depends on it. Sometimes I wish other subjects—like, say,

math—had been as big a fuss at school as sex ed. Someone could come rushing in, pale from

seeing the teacher prepping for the next lesson through the classroom window, yelling

something to the effect of, “HELLO, we’re going to have math after recess! MATH!

OOOHHHHHH!!!” and then collapse, shrieking with laughter, onto the playground’s pothole-

filled asphalt. We’d go back to class, look at the multiplication table on the blackboard, and

stare with a mixture of fright and delight at 3 x 7 = 21, until it got too embarrassing for our

prepubescent brains to handle. Sadly, math is not embarrassing. That’s a pity, because it would

have made my math lessons way more thrilling.“I wonder who thought that guys didn’t need to

know anything about menstruation. Someone who believes that menstruation is a ‘girl thing’

that ladies should keep to themselves, probably.”So, there we sat, our faces beet-red as we

were confronted head-on with our future, bleeding, adult selves. At that point, I couldn’t make

up my mind whether my ten-year-old brain was more mortified by menstruation or by condoms.



Menstruation sounded a bit like peeing oneself, except it happened every month and it involved

blood. Condoms were like some type of wrapper for people with a penis—at least, that what’s

they seemed like to me, given my knowledge of things at the time. Each item = super

embarrassing! If I had to choose between the two today, I believe condoms would be the most

cringe-worthy. Easily. Imagine putting ten people in a room and supervising them while they roll

condoms down over bananas. They’d be scarred for life—there would be no fruit snacks in their

future.IN THE ABSENCE OF MENSTRUAL KNOWLEDGEThis is how the topic was taught in

2004: the girls from the class were gathered into a small classroom. The menstruation bomb

was dropped. There were no survivors.Joking. However, we did wonder what on earth we’d just

been subjected to, since none of us understood much of what those fifteen minutes of

incredibly awkward talk of “becoming women” was all about. After that, for the rest of

elementary school, the subject was never brought up again. By then I was already smart

enough to realize that periods weren’t very cool; even at ten years old and giggly, I understood

that menstruation was humiliating and probably shouldn’t be discussed in polite company.

Naturally, this made it the only thing I wanted to talk about—but I didn’t dare. Hundreds of

questions popped up that I never felt free to ask: When will I get my first period? What is it

that’s bleeding inside me? Does our teacher, Miss Monica, have periods? Does my mom?

Probably not, since they’ve never mentioned anything. Hopefully I won’t get it either. It would be

so great if I didn’t get it.“By then I was already smart enough to realize that menstruation

wasn’t very cool; even at ten years old and giggly, I understood that menstruation was

humiliating and probably shouldn’t be discussed in polite company. Naturally, this made it the

only thing I wanted to talk about—but I didn’t dare.”Much of what I stand for—ethics and

morals, politics and feminism—I’ve learned from Twitter. My parents taught me how to behave.

Everything else, I’ve gotten in school. However, I didn’t get on Twitter until I was sixteen, and

my parents never talked to me about my period, so my basic education in that general area

took place at school. I always did well at school—things came easily for me—and I always did

my homework. In fourth grade, I learned the multiplication tables by heart, and wrote page after

page about the different Swedish provinces. However, if Miss Monica had given us a pop quiz

on menstruation, I would have had a total meltdown. Honestly. Teachers were about as open

on the subject of periods as North Korea is on democracy. If a teacher had sprung a test on us,

the overly ambitious nerd in me would have reared up, teary-eyed, blurted out “IT’S NOT

FAIR!” (we had just learned those words in English class the day before), dashed home, and

watched The Simpsons.I know what you’re thinking, those of you reading this who were born in

the twenty-first century: If I had so many questions, why didn’t I just Google them? Well, if

you’d asked my mom, she probably would have answered that Google doesn’t have all the

answers.She actually said that to me one day when I shouted that I didn’t give a crap about our

history test, and if I ever needed to know something about the French Revolution I could

always Google it. She lost so much of my respect that day. But to be honest, I don’t know if

Google is the best solution for young students, because when looking at our classroom

computer in fourth grade, “dick” always seemed to top “history” when it came to image

searches.Then, totally out of the blue, another thing happened, this time in the seventh grade.

Both guys and girls got another glimpse into Narnia’s hidden wardrobe, this time slipped into

biology class. Biology taught us about the chromosomes XX and XY, and that an egg needed

to be fertilized by a sperm, and that if the egg didn’t get fertilized it would be discarded by the

female. Around this time, someone in class had a stroke of genius and said, out loud, “But

that’s a period, isn’t it?” whereupon half of the classroom of thirteen-year-olds erupted into

hormone-driven hilarity. The teacher shrugged, slightly embarrassed, and said, “Yes, that’s



menstruation.”“Today I found out what menstrual pain actually is. Today. Only now, after having

sat through two fifteen-minute lessons about an experience that half the world’s population

undergoes.”This lesson came six months after I got my first period. By then I already knew why

I was going to bleed out of my vajayjay for six days every month. I’d read the leaflet from fourth

grade until it was in shreds. I had it down pat that what came out during my period was the

temporary inside lining of my uterus, which had said “buh-bye” because an egg that had

traveled from one side of my abdomen to the other had not been fertilized. I knew that sanitary

pads were the easiest things in the world to deal with, and even though I hadn’t dared try one, I

was aware that tampons were available in several sizes. I also knew that I had to be careful

because of toxic shock syndrome, which could be brought on by using tampons. Menstruation

was easy peasy—at least, the biological side of it was.IT TAKES TIMEI’m twenty years old as I

write this. And today, for the first time, I found out what menstrual pain actually is. Today. Only

now, after having sat through two fifteen-minute lessons about an experience that half the

world’s population undergoes. After seven years and eighty-five menstrual cycles, not to

mention nine sort-of funny YouTube videos, filmed after having gotten pleas for help from

nervous teens who look at me as their all-knowing school nurse. They worry about their

periods; they fret about feeling abnormal or thinking they’re dying from some hidden disease.

Finally, I know what causes that monthly sensation that someone is nipple twisting my

uterus.My first reaction was fascination. I got this incredible urge to share with everybody why

period pain happens, so they could all join me in my big cloud of surprise (and also because

I’m a bit of a show-off). My other feeling was disappointment. I felt let down by school, by the

internet, and by life. Why was this information not available during that fifteen minutes when

we, as ten-year-olds, were made to shake hands with menstruation for the first time? Why

weren’t we told that most of us would experience monthly cramps that would drive us up the

wall, and how to alleviate the discomfort? Not to mention the week preceding our period, when

many of us feel tormented by anxiety, anger, and sorrow, without being able to explain why?

Who decided not to include this in the lesson? Why did all this knowledge of menstruation, with

its accompanying shame and stigma, become something we had to discover and figure out

solutions to on our own?It’s because of these questions that today I sit at my computer writing,

instead of checking YouTube or scrolling through Twitter. I’ve even gone against my parched

genitals’ wishes and pulled on a pair of jeans. That’s a sacrifice, but someone has to do it, and

I’m doing it for you.Menstruation is my passion, and the fact that all uterus-carriers under the

age of fifteen seem to be able to fit their collective knowledge on the topic into an eggcup

makes me dizzy, disheartened, and mad. I’m all for lying in bed and plowing through YouTube

videos, but I’m just as gung-ho about periods, and that’s why I’ve chosen to totally ignore

YouTube today. So, be my guest: within these pages, you’ll find everything you’ll ever need to

know about the subject.The subject of periods, that is. Everything you need to know about

YouTube videos will be the feature of my next project.“Why did knowledge of menstruation, with

its accompanying shame and stigma, become something we had to discover and figure out

solutions to on our own?”GETTING YOUR PERIODGetting your first period—and tips for

rookies and rookies-to-beNothing could make me want to go back to the days when I was

about twelve years old and wandering around, waiting for my period to start. I remember

obsessing about it—so much, at times, that I did Kegel exercises in an effort to squeeze out

the menstrual flow, just in case it had gotten stuck somewhere inside. I was terrified I might be

among the small percentage of girls I had read about who hadn’t gotten their first periods by

the time they were seventeen, and who then had to go to the gynecologist to find out what was

wrong. I was nervous about getting my period, more worried about having to tell my mother



about my first period, and absolutely terrified about the possibility that I might not menstruate

at all. With dread, I sometimes pictured myself standing there, dressed in black for mourning

and with mascara running down my cheeks, in front of all my relatives on my seventeenth

birthday, as I explained to my mother that I had never gotten my period—whereupon she and

my grandmother (along with the other relatives, lamenting loudly) would throw their arms wildly

around my neck and howl shrill cries of despair.“I was nervous about getting my period, more

worried about having to tell my mother about my first period, and absolutely terrified about the

possibility that I might not menstruate at all.”I knew that the onset of menstruation could vary

widely between girls—for some it’s early, while for others it doesn’t start until their late teen

years—and that all were equally normal. It just felt that, somehow, it would be my fate to be

among the odd ones out—the black sheep who didn’t get her period at all. Have I mentioned

that I suffer from a slight touch of hypochondria? Well I do, so now you know.One day in sixth

grade, right before class, a guy burst into the classroom. I very much doubt he’ll be reading

this, but just in case, I won’t mention his name to save him from shame. Imagine, if you will, the

cool guy, the one who enjoys and attracts a lot of attention—you know what I mean. With a

sarcastic smirk pasted on his face, he cackled through his breaking, pubescent-boy voice that

someone had gotten their period in a stall in the restroom near the lockers. He then rushed out,

headed in the direction of the said restroom. To this day, it’s still a mystery to me how he knew

that someone had “gotten their period” in that specific location, unless he’d gone through the

wastepaper basket looking for a sanitary napkin wrapper or something. However, this was the

cue for the rest of the guys to let out a grossed-out “Ewww” as they all stampeded like klutzy,

testosterone-frenzied hyenas toward that restroom near the lockers to have a look.So what

awaits us when someone has gotten her period in a toilet stall—is blood all over the walls? Is

there a sanitary pad lounging in the sink? For a split second I debated whether I should

impersonate a guy, throw in my own “Ewww” in a deep masculine voice, and scamper after the

boys, pretending to be one of them, so I too could take a peek.It’s with a heavy heart that I

report that I will never know what they witnessed in the restroom near the lockers that day,

because I stayed behind in class with the girls, all of us rolling our eyes. On the one hand, I’m

glad that I didn’t run after them, because this would have been social suicide; on the other

hand, I could have ended up being the one who never got her period, and then perhaps I would

have missed my only opportunity to see vaginal blood close up. Imagine the blow that would

have been.Caught in the middle of this serious dilemma, I felt real disappointment, mostly. All

the other girls were already “mature” and had started menstruating, and now even the guys

knew what it looked like—the guys who made a big show out of being repulsed by it, making it

something to be ridiculed. Personally, I just thought periods were perhaps a bit icky. I didn’t

have a clue, and yet I wanted to know. It was so unfair.Of course, I got my period eventually. I

was thirteen years old, by which time everybody had already begun menstruating. Not

“everybody” as in “everyone else has a cell phone except me” (well, yes, because they did,

didn’t they, every last one of them—I’m looking at you, Mom and Dad). No, it was more like

“everybody” as in “you know, everybody,” the way almost everyone seemed to have sprouted

breasts and pimples. Sometimes they behaved strangely, like needing to go to the bathroom

four times during one boring math lesson. That type of “everybody.” But I don’t know—maybe

these were just my immature assumptions, because I felt like an underdeveloped freak who

would never bleed between my legs.It was on the first day of the new term during the lesson

right before lunch, and all I could think about was that my panties felt really sticky. I thought I

had come down with some major discharge, so I snuck into a stall in the bathroom to check on

things Down There and clean myself up a bit. I went in, locked the door, and pulled down my



underpants as my backside hit the cold toilet seat. What I saw made me hold my breath. And

no, this is not some kind of clickbait from a gossip rag where the shocker is that I had ripped a

seam in my jeans (but admit it, I got a good bit of suspense going there!). What I saw was that

my underwear was spotted with warm, wet, and reddish-brown blood.It’s my period, isn’t it?I

have no idea.Nooo.Yes, thirteen-year-old Clara, stop denying it.What do I do? How do I do it?

Where can I get some sanitary pads? From the school nurse? From a friend?I’m going to

totally diiiie from embarrassment!How much will I bleed? How long will I bleed?Can I put toilet

paper in my panties?Will it work to put toilet paper in my panties?Do I have any other choice,

right now, than putting toilet paper in my panties?That’s it. I’m putting toilet paper in my

panties.“I looked for the school nurse in my quest for sanitary pads, but clearly she was only on

duty between 11:59 a.m. and 12:01 p.m., on odd-numbered weeks and on all days that didn’t

end in the letter Y.”Toilet paper in your panties? Don’t do it, kids! Substituting toilet paper for

sanitary protection is not a great idea. However, it seemed to be the only option I could come

up with where I was, locked in that bathroom stall and in full panic mode. As a result, I spent

the rest of my day shuffling weirdly, trying to prevent the TP lodged up against my lady parts

from rustling. My attempt at discretion can only be described as freaking rough. I looked for the

school nurse in my quest for sanitary pads, but clearly she was only on duty between 11:59

a.m. and 12:01 p.m., on odd-numbered weeks and on all days that didn’t end in the letter Y. I

considered whether I should ask someone—anyone—if they had some sanitary protection I

could borrow, but I just chickened out.Once I had gone back to the bathroom stall about ten

times to change out the toilet paper, school was finally over. I went home and began circling my

mom like scandal around a politician, hoping that maybe she would just ask me, out of the

blue, “By the way, Clara, have you got your period yet?” so that I, surprised, could cheerily

reply: “Yes! In fact, it arrived today!” Then we would laugh, hug, and dance around.My mom

never asked. I don’t know what she thought of me that day, but if she didn’t consider me at

least a wee bit irritating, then she’s definitely earned the title of Supermom.A few hours later,

my bunched up wad of toilet paper began leaking again, at which point I realized that I would

sooner or later have to deliver the Big News. So I told her, “Mom, when I went to the bathroom

at school, I discovered blood in my panties.” In reply, her eyebrows shot up. What the … Come

on, mom, give me a break here! “Sooo, I believe I’ve started my period.” She sighed, she said

“oh dear,” and then we went to the bathroom, where she showed me her private stash of what

seemed like a million different sanitary products for different times of the day. Then she gave

me a hug and went back to the kitchen, chuckling at the thought of me walking around all day

with coarse, itchy toilet paper rubbing against my punani. Thanks, Mom, for that boost of self-

confidence. You’re the best.FOR THOSE YOU WHO HAVEN’T YOUR PERIOD YETIt’s hard for

me to remember what I was like before periods entered my life. I can’t really recall what I was

like in a general sense when I was younger, but much like I don’t remember what it was like not

to think about hair growing on my legs, I find it strangely hard to not think about menstruation. I

can’t even imagine a world where I won’t have to wonder “How many days until I get my period

again?” Or, “Shoot, my period was due yesterday; I knew I was going to get knocked up just by

making out with that guy last Saturday!” Or, “I wonder if this is period pain, or the fallout from

eating that entire tub of Pringles last night?” My whole life revolves in some way or other

around my period. I always carry tampons in my bag, just to be safe. Every time I plan to be

away from home, whether overnight or for longer, I always check to see if I’m due for my

period. During the week of my period, I spend at least five minutes each day going over my

schedule to see where and when I can freshen up. And if I don’t have my period, someone else

will have hers. Right this minute, three hundred million uterus-carriers are menstruating. Three



hundred million people who, as you read this, are experiencing cramps or a sore back, or

maybe are feeling perfectly fine, or are changing their sanitary products, or have no access to

any protection at all. So the probability that those of you reading this are having your period—

even though this part is aimed at those who are not yet menstruating—is therefore quite

large.“Right this minute, three hundred million uterus-carriers are menstruating. Three hundred

million people who, as you read this, are experiencing cramps or a sore back, or maybe are

feeling perfectly fine.”Do you have it?Be honest. I’ve been honest with you so far, and I expect

the same courtesy in return.Aha! I thought so.I haven’t got it (either, depending on your

answer).EXPECTATIONSIf you, dear reader, have not begun having your period yet, I do know

how you feel. As tough as it is for me to remember life before menstruation, it is just as hard for

you to imagine life as someone who has periods. Well, sure, you probably can imagine it, so

that last sentence was unintentionally super condescending. Personally, I truly believed that

menstruation would be the hugest thing that would happen to me. It was explained to me as

something so grand and exceptional that I could hardly understand how my scrawny little girl’s

body was going to deal with it. The atmosphere around the subject was so freaking heavy:

menstruation was the ultimate sign that you had reached “womanhood,” which surely meant

that all life’s angst was just waiting to befall you. Pain, pain, pain. So how did it really go down,

in the end? With some bloodstains and an uncomfortable sanitary pad wedged in my

underwear. That’s it. Imagine my disappointment.Still, menstruation is a major step in your

life.On a purely physiological level, menstruation is some drops of blood that come from an

internal organ, and they leave the body by way of the easiest and closest orifice. From a

psychological perspective, however, menstruation can mean a hundred and one different

things simultaneously:You’re growing up.You’re becoming a “woman.”You’re taking on more

responsibilities.You’re going to binge on chocolate for seven days every month.You also might

become emotionally vulnerable over those same seven days.Even in this fragile state, you’re

supposed to keep it together, call in sick, and blame it on a “headache.”
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